Introduction
The burden surface shape of a blast furnace (BF) is an important factor that significantly affects the production efficiency of the iron-making process because different burden distributions lead to different permeability which in turn affect the temperature distribution and cohesive zone. 1) Real-time monitoring of the stocklevel of the burden is the basis of BF charging control. 2) At present, the monitoring of the burden surface shape is a leading edge problem. With the charging mechanism of a rotating chute in bell-less charging, the formed burden surface shape exhibits a rotational symmetry. Therefore, the radial profile of the burden surface (BSRP) can be monitored instead of the shape of the whole burden surface. 3) Radar is an advanced technology for BF burden surface detection and monitoring. 4) Radar material meter introduced in the early stage is an upgraded substitute for the mechanical stocklevel probe. This meter can be used to detect and monitor the burden surface height at a specific position instead of the burden surface shape. 5, 6) Currently, radar
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systems that have the ability to detect the burden surface shape can be divided into two categories according to different methodologies of data processing: an imaging radar system and a nonimaging radar system. Imaging radars can detect the whole surface shape and provide burden surface images with high precision and accuracy; hence, it is a trend of future BF radar development. [7] [8] [9] However, the complexity of these systems makes them sensitive to the harsh environment of high temperature, high pressure and heavy dust inside the BF. Hence, it is difficult for these systems to stably monitor the burden surface shape in the long term. Nonimaging radar systems detect the heights of the burden surface at different positions and yield an approximated shape of the burden surface in the form of a piecewise interpolated curve. Due to simple system structures and data processing methodologies, thermal protections and industrial capsulations are easy to design and equip, which make them sturdy and hence well fit for long-term monitoring scenarios.
Distributed array radar is representative of such nonimaging radar systems. 10, 11) Burden surface heights in different locations are detected by different single ranging radar sensors arranged at corresponding locations of the BF top. Developed on a common basis with the 6-point array radar system, 10) the mechanical swing radar (MSR) system detects the burden surface shape by scanning the burden surface radius through the antenna's periodic swing. [12] [13] [14] Since the sampling positions of the surface height are more densely placed on the same burden surface radius, the approximated burden surface shape is more precise compared to the 6-point array radar system.
In this paper, the tracking of the BSRP detected by the MSR in a noncharging period is addressed. The MSR adopts the stepped frequency continuous wave (SFCW) principle, whose basic ranging principle is calculating the target's distance from the peak of the beat signal spectra in each scanning direction. Referring to the naming rules of the data processing methodologies in the ultrasonic detection technology, 15) we refer to the existing data processing method of the MSR 14, 16) as the A-mode MSR BSRP detection method. Given that the burden surface heights at different positions are independently detected, the geometrical constraint of the burden surface shape is not utilized. The obtained BSRP is vulnerable to outliers. To improve the detection accuracy in the monitoring of the BSRP, a new data organizing structure for the MSR scanning results is proposed. By organizing the spectrum vectors of the beat signals of each detection position in the form of a matrix, one period of the scanning results of the burden surface radial shape can be represented in an image corresponding to the matrix. In this way, the geometrical relations between the detection results at different locations are reserved in the matrix. Analogous to the B-mode ultrasonic data structure, we call this image a radar B-mode composite image. On this basis, the global processing procedures of the data obtained during one scanning period can be achieved by processing the B-mode composite image. The flow of the two MSR data organizing and processing methodologies are shown in Fig. 1 .
The level set method is a classical and efficient algorithm framework for B-mode ultrasound image segmentation. [17] [18] [19] In this paper, first, the features of a specific image region that corresponds to the BSRP in the B-mode composite image were abstracted and modeled. Then, in the level set image segmentation framework, the features were used to design an energy functional term that serves as a priori shape constraint in the proposed priori curve-based segmentation algorithm. The tracking process of the BSRP was accomplished in two stages. First, in the initial stage of a noncharging period when the image quality is fine, the priori shape was extracted. Then, with the deterioration of the image quality over time, the priori shape was used to assist image segmentation. The tracked BSRP was obtained by extracting a shape function from the segmented contour.
Instrument Settings
The MSR system operated at a band of 23-24.6 GHz. Its antenna was a conical horn type whose main lobe width was approximately 10°. The antenna was driven by a mechanical servo subsystem that consists of a motor and a mechanical drive unit. During the scanning measurement process, the antenna was driven to swing periodically along the radial direction of the burden surface while measuring the BSRP.
The MSR was installed at a specific location on the furnace top where the measurement requirements should be guaranteed (e.g., the blocking effect of the radar wave by the cross-beam temperature measuring sensor should be avoided.). The practical location of the MSR on the BF top is shown in Fig. 2 .
Given the small inclination of the furnace wall at the throat region, the radius of the burden surface can be regarded as a constant. The zero stockline is the highest position of the burden surface during normal production. Then, for a furnace radius at the zero stockline height, if the scanning range of the MSR covers the entire radius, for the stocklevel in normal production, the required swing angle will not exceed the limiting scanning range of the MSR. For the geometric relation between the BF and the MSR shown in Fig. 2 where h 2 is the vertical distance between the radar and burden stocklevel. As the MSR successively scans the burden radius, h 2 can be set as the burden stocklevel detected from the latest detection. Denote by n the number of detection points on the BF radius, the step length of the movement of the screw nut along the lead screw, denoted as d, can be deduced as Eq. where L 1 is the perpendicular distance between the lead screw and the universal joint and L 2 is the length of the actuating arm, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 .
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Radar Ranging Principal
The frequency modulation principle of the SFCW radar is stated as Eq. (4):
where F 0 is the initial frequency of the transmitted wave, Δf is the frequency modulation step, l is the step number and N is the number of frequency modulation steps in one modulation period.
In the ranging of a single fixed target, let D be the distance between the radar and the target. The spectrum of the beat signal can be obtained by the discrete Fourier transform of M (M ≥ N) points. Then, the spectrum can be expressed as a vector of M elements, denoted as y = [y 1 ,y 2 ,...,y M ] T , in which the elements are given as Eq. (5) based on the target response of the SFCW radar. 20) 
where,
i is the imaginary unit, P is the gain of the radar and c is the velocity of light. Solving Eq. Therefore, the amplitude of the spectral line according to the peak of the spectrum can be calculated as Eq. (8),
which by Eq. (6) yields the relationship between D and the index of the spectral lines of the peak denoted as j peak , as Eq. (9).
In the current MSR system, M = N = 1 024 and Δf = 1.5625 MHz. Figure 4(a) demonstrates the ideal spectrum of the beat signal in the case of a single target at a distance of D = 5.5 m. It can be seen that the spectral line of No. 60 corresponds to the spectral peak, which by Eq. (9) also corresponds to the distance between the radar and the target. Fig. 4 demonstrates that three typical spectra of beat signals correspond to the radar detection of rough burden surfaces in practical cases.
Compared with the spectrum of the ideal single target in subfigure (a), the spectra that correspond to the rough surface inside the BF in (b)-(d) are more complicated. There are two common features in all three subfigures. First, in the interval of [20 40 ], there is a fixed clutter with an amplitude of approximately 2 × 10 4 . It can be filtered out by a fixed high-pass filter. Second, the spectral peaks in the interval of [60 80] correspond to the backscattering of the burden surface. Taking the fixed clutter in each subfigure as a reference, it can be seen that the signal-to-noise ratio decreases from (b) to (d). In (b), the single No. 62 spectral line clearly indicates the peak of the spectrum. The ranging distance of high accuracy can be calculated from Eq. (9). In (c), given that the spectral lines No. 62 to No. 64 have similar amplitudes, a rough ranging distance can be approximated from the narrow spectrum band of the peak at [62 64]. In (d), the peak that corresponds to the range of the burden surface covers a wide range of the spectrum. Its amplitude is even lower than that of the fixed clutter of [20 40 ]. In this case, only the general range of the ranging distance can be judged. From the above cases in (b) to (d), since the burden surface is a rough interface of microwave scattering, the spectrum of the beat signal is far from ideal. Additionally, in the case of the oblique incidence of the transmitted wave, the spectrum can be more complicated. Therefore, it is accepted that the spectral peak corresponding to the ranging distance of the rough solid burden surface covers a band in the spectrum.
B-mode Image Composition
A Cartesian coordinate C A is defined, as shown in Fig. 2 . The C A is set in the same plane with the polar coordinate C P at a fixed height referring to the BF. The vertical axis of the C A coincides with the BF central axis directed from the bottom to the top, and its horizontal axis is directed from the BF center to the wall. The detection results of the BSRP is transformed and is finally expressed referring to the C A .
For an arbitrary kth (k ∈ [1,2,...,n]) detection position in the swing scanning process of the burden radius by the MSR, in the polar coordinate C P , the θ the direction of the antenna is denoted. The vector of the discrete spectrum of the beat signal can be rewritten as y θ(k) and further abbreviated as y θ , since k and θ are one-to-one correspondence. By Eqs. (2), (3) and the similar relationship between Δ ABO and Δ CDO, θ (k) can be deduced as Eq. (10).
Denote by β the beamwidth of the transmitted wave, the radar illumination region on the burden surface at the direction θ of the antenna was taken into consideration, and y θ can be further extended to a M × Q matrix denoted as Y θ , as stated in Eq. (11) .
where G(·) is an approximated function of the angular gain of the MSR antenna, in which G c is a constant. In Eqs. (11) and (12) , Q specifies the number of the subdivided transmitting direction of the radar wave within the beamwidth. We refer to Y θ = {y j } M×Q as a beam matrix at the direction θ of the antenna. Then, a mapping, T:(j,)→(r,h), can be defined and used to transform the beam matrix Y θ from the polar coordinate C P to Cartesian coordinate C A . Denote by I k referring to the C A the corresponding transformed matrix of Y θ . The mapping relationship can be derived from Eq. (9) and the relation of the coordinate transformation, described as Eq. (14) . where H 1 is the vertical distance between coordinates C A and C P , as demonstrated in Fig. 2 .
Then, a synthetic matrix Ĩ can be composited by the superposition of I k (k = 1,...,n) which correspond to the detection results obtained at each scanning position of the BF radius during the entire swing scanning period, as shown in Eq. (15) .
....................... (15) in which I k (r,h) = 0 when (r,h) is out of the range specified by Eq. (14) for each k.
Finally, a normalized greyscale image formulated in a matrix I which corresponds to the synthetic matrix Ĩ can be obtained through an image normalization process, described as Eq. (16) . 17).
Matrix I contains the entire information obtained during a period of the MSR scanning detection of the burden radius inside the BF, and its physical meaning can be stated as follows. By Eq. (14), the value of the subscripts of each element in I corresponds to an actual spatial position within the spatial range of MSR scanning. The value of the element reflects the intensity of backscattering of the transmitted wave at that location. We refer to matrix I as the composite image matrix.
Detection Result
The monitored BF in this research is a 3 200 m 3 one which has a diameter of 9 m in the throat region. According to the principle of image composition stated above, high-intensity pixels result from the superposition of the spectral lines with large amplitudes in the spectra of the beat signals. This finding indicates that there is strong backscattering of the radar waves by the solid burden surface in the corresponding locations. Hence, the yellow belt-shaped region in the composite images shown in Fig. 5 contain the BSRP. We refer it as the transitional zone of the burden surface in the composite image. First, from cases in (a) to (c), the downward variation in the transitional zone reflects the descent of the burden surface caused by burden consumption in the noncharging period. Second, as indicated in Fig.  4 , the roughness of the solid burden surface gives rise to the broadening of the peak in the spectrum of the beat signal. Therefore, it is acceptable that there is a certain thickness in the shape of the transitional zone. Third, in the image area corresponding to the furnace center in (a) to (c), the definition of the transitional zone gradually deteriorated. Since the monitored BF adopted central coke charging technology, it operated in a central working mode. 3) In the beginning of the noncharging period, the entire burden surface is covered with newly charged burden materials. The shape of the tran-sitional zone spreads along the whole radius and is rather distinct, as shown in (a). With the reaction of the burden material, in the later stage of the noncharging period, the gas flow in the central area of the BF becomes stronger. This effect leads to the formation of a heavy smoke composed of BF gas and burden powder in the central area of the BF. This heavy smoke is a gas-solid mixed fluidized medium over the solid burden surface. 21) The scattering state of the burden surface can be affected and turns into a time-varying complex fashion, as revealed by the cases in (b) and (c).
Therefore, two features of the transitional zone corresponding to the case of the scattering of the rough solid burden surface without the effects of the fluidized medium can be summarized based on the shape of the transitional zone in (a).
1. The transitional zone continuously spreads along the entire burden radius.
2. The transition zone is a belt-shaped region with a certain thickness.
These two features can be further formulated to express the shapes of the transitional zones.
Tracking BSRP
Feature Decomposition
It can be revealed from the principle of the B-mode composite image that the curve of the BSRP is contained in the transitional zone of the composite image. In addition, two characteristics can be generalized from the shape of the transitional zone. First, the trend of the transitional zone along the radial direction reflects the radial shape of the burden surface. Second, the thickness of the transitional zone indicates that the scattering state of the rough burden surface is complex. Corresponding to these two characteristics, we defined two indices to quantify the shape of the transitional zone.
Let Ω be the domain of the composite image I. The closed curve encircling the region of the transitional zone in the composite image I is a contour C ⊂ Ω, which is defined as Eq. (18) where ϕ(r,h) is a Lipschitz function, referred to as the level set function, 22) which is determined to take negative and positive values inside and outside the contour C, respectively. Two functions C 1 (r) and C 2 (r) can be extracted from the contour C satisfying that for any fixed r ∈ [0 R], Two indices corresponding to the abovementioned two characteristics of the shape of the transitional zone are defined. The function w(r) is defined to describe the thickness of the transitional zone, as Eq. (20); we refer to it as the transitional state function. The function f(r) is defined to describe the trend of the transitional zone, as Eq. (21); we refer to it as the transitional shape function.
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> @ where S η is a mollifier operator specified by a parameter η. Because the practical BSRP is a curve without jump discontinuities, the mollification in f(r) is adopted to guarantee the continuity of the transitional shape function.
Tracking Method
The contour of the transitional zone can be obtained by the segmentation of the region of high intensity in the composite image. As shown in Fig. 5(c) , for the images obtained in the later stage of noncharging periods, it is challenging to obtain rational segmentation results of the transitional zone due to the degenerated image quality. Since the burden descent in the throat region basically follows the plug flow principle, 24) the variation in the shape of the BSRP is not significant in the same noncharging period. Therefore, definite shapes of the transitional zone obtained in the beginning of each noncharging period can serve as a priori knowledge. Then, in the segmentation of the deteriorated images, a constraint constructed from the priori knowledge can be adopted. Provided that the rational shapes of the transitional zone can be obtained stably for every image in the noncharging period, the goal of tracking the BSRP can be achieved by extracting the transitional shape function from the segmented contour of the transitional zone. The flow of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 6 .
As demonstrated in Fig. 6 , the flow is composed of two sequential subflows: burden shape prior extraction and burden shape tracking. The process of burden shape prior extraction handles the composite image obtained after the first time MSR scanning in the noncharging period. Through the segmentation of the transitional zone from the initial composite image by the classical region-scalable fitting (RSF) algorithm, the priori shape function can be calculated from the segmented contour of the transitional zone. Then, for the subsequent obtained composite images in the same noncharging period, the burden shape tracking process proceeds. By utilizing the priori shape function in the proposed priori curve-based image segmentation algorithm, the rational contour shape of the transitional zone can be obtained. Finally, the segmented contour is decomposed to generate the corresponding transitional shape function, which is the target of tracking. E E all f it regularize p rior .................. (24) where E fit , E regularize and E prior are energy terms constructed in terms of the intensity fitting, the regulariation and the priori information, respectively. To ensure the segmentation performance in the case of the inhomogeneous intensity of the composite image, a localized form of the E fit is adopted. E fit is formulated as Eq. (25). 22 where λ 1 and λ 2 are weight coefficients; ||·|| denotes the Euclidean Norm; and K σ (·) is a Gaussian kernel specified by a shape parameter σ expressed as Eq. (26). 
Priori Contour Synthesis
In the same noncharging period, the shapes of the BSRP at different moments are similar, while the stocklevels are different. Let the priori transitional shape function be f 0 (r). First, the approximated height difference h t between the priori burden surface and the one to be tracked can be estimated as Eq. (35). In the iterative segmentation of I t (r,h), f r t m ( ) ( ) and w r t m ( ) ( ), the decomposed transitional shape function and transitional state function at the mth step, respectively, are denoted. Since the shapes of the BSRP are similar, while the scattering states are different, the shape prior adopted in the mth step can be constructed with the priori transitional shape function f 0 (r) and the transitional state function at the mth step w r t m ( ) ( ). Then, the priori level set function at the mth step ψ t m r h ( ) ( , ) can be constructed as Eq. (36). 
The iterative segmentation process of the proposed level set segmentation algorithm can be expressed as follows.
The main difference between the classical RSF algorithm and the proposed one is the adoption of an iteratively updated shape prior, which is composed of the priori shape function and the current state function in the level set segmentation. Therefore, we refer to this algorithm as priori curve-based RSF (PCRSF). Calculate w t (m) (r) by (20) from φ t (m) .
Results & Discussion
Calculate ψ t (m) by (36) from w t (m) (r) and f 0 (r).
Calculate ∆φ by (32) with φ t (m) and ψ t (m) . 6 :
and E (m prior +1) with φ t (m+1) by (25) to (31). tion results produced by PCRSF and RSF are compared to highlight the difference in their segmentation performance. Taking the first noncharging period as an example, composite images in (a), (b2) and (c2) are segmented by the RSF algorithm. (b1) and (c1) are the segmentation results of the proposed PCRSF algorithm in which the segmented contour of the transitional zone in (a) was used to extract the priori transitional shape function.
First, from the segmentation results in (b1) and (b2) of Fig. 8 , in the case that the rational shape of the transitional zone is obtained by the RSF, a stable segmentation result can also be obtained by the PCRSF. Despite the subtle differences in the local shape of the two contours, the global shapes of the contours obtained by the RSF and PCRSF are consistent in general. Second, the segmentation results obtained by RSF in (c2) and (e2) contain more than one contour. The results by the PCRSF displayed in (c1) and (e1) contain one single contour enclosing the area of the complete transitional zone. In (c2) and (e2), improper segmentation results exist in the image areas corresponding to the BF center. Because the shape of the transitional zone is constrained during the segmentation process of the PCRSF, the segmentation error caused by the deteriorated definition of the image can be avoided.
Finally, in the comparison between the results in (f1) and (f2), apart from the segmentation errors in the region corresponding to the BF center area, two adjacent contours were obtained by the RSF according to the image area of the transitional zone. For the same image by the PCRSF, because the continuity of the BSRP is constrained by the priori transitional shape function, one single segmentation contour that corresponds to the continuous radial curve of the burden surface is guaranteed. Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the tracking results of the BSRP and the corresponding transitional state functions, respectively. The results are obtained from the feature decomposition of the segmented contours of the two individual noncharging periods shown in Fig. 8 .
The cases in subfigures (a), (b2) and (c2) of Fig. 8 correspond to those in subfigures labeled with (a), (b) and (c) in both Figs. 9 and 10 , respectively. The correspondence between (d), (e2) and (f2) of Fig. 8 and (d) , (e) and (f) of Figs. 9 and 10 follow the same pattern.
In Fig. 9 , detection results yielded by the A-mode MSR processing method are presented for comparison. For the cases in subfigures (a)-(c) and (d)-(f), the tracking of the BSRP in both noncharging periods was achieved successfully by the proposed B-mode MSR tracking method. There are two irrational traits in the results of the A-mode method. First, oscillations run through the entire curve of each case. Second, there are abnormal shapes in the local of the curve, such as the peaks in r ∈ [2. 8 3.2] of subfigure (f). The former irrational trait of the A-mode results from the lack of geometrical constraints for the shape in the interpolation of the curve. The latter is not only due to the lack of geometrical constraints but also because of the lack of sequential constraints between scanning results. More specifically, during the same noncharging period, since the burden surface descends as the burden consumption progresses, compared to the surface height in [2. 8 3.2] of the former result (e.g., (d)), the surface height at the same location of the latter result (e.g., (f)) should not manifest a significant increase. For the B-mode tracking method, all obtained BSRP in the tracking process are reasonable curves across the entire burden radius because one single contour that corresponds to the complete transitional zone is segmented. The root reason is located in the shape constraint of the transitional zone in the PCRSF algorithm. Additionally, the variation in the BSRP during the same noncharging period reflects the descent of the burden surface. Taking the cases associated with subfigures (a) to (c), for example, the height of the BSRP continues to decrease from (a) to (c).
Finally, in Fig. 10 , the distribution of the transitional state function varies between the results obtained at different moments in the same noncharging period. The microwave scattering problem of the rough burden surface is outside of the scope of this paper. Notably, the priori shape in each iteration of the PCRSF segmentation is synthesized by the priori transitional shape function and the current transitional state function instead of directly using the original priori shape because of the time-variant characteristics of the state function, as shown in (a) to (c) and (d) to (f). The feature decomposition of priori shape of the transitional zone is a key technique to guarantee the rationality of the priori shape involved in the PCRSF segmentation.
Conclusion
To track of the BSRP inside a BF, a new organizing structure for the MSR detection data and an associated data processing method were proposed. Data collected during one scan of the burden radius can be organized in a matrix and represented by a corresponding composite image. The shape of the transitional zone was modeled by a transitional shape function and a transitional state function. By adopting the priori shape as a constraint in the proposed segmentation algorithm, rational contours of the transitional zones can be obtained in spite of the deteriorated image definition. The proposed PCRSF algorithm outperforms the classical RSF algorithm in the application of successively segmenting the transitional zones in the same noncharging period. The tracking results, extracted from the segmented contour of the transitional zone, are more rational than the results obtained from the existing A-mode methodology of the MSR data processing. The BSRP can be tracked at every scanning moment in the same noncharging period.
Nomenclature
a: Radius of the initial contour in the priori curvebased region-scalable fitting algorithm B(·): Bump function C: Contour of the transitional zone in the composite image C A : A fixed Cartesian coordinate C P : A fixed polar coordinate c: Velocity of light D: Distance between the radar and the target d:
Step length of the screw nut in the mechanical swing radar E all : Energy functional constructed in the priori curvebased region-scalable fitting algorithm E fit : Energy term of intensity fitting in E all E prior : Energy term of priori information in E all E regularize : Energy term of regularization in E all F: Frequency of the transmitted wave of the mechanical swing radar 
